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Modeling uranium (U) transport in subsurface environments
requires a thorough knowledge of mechanisms likely to
restrict its mobility, such as surface complexation,
precipitation, and colloid formation. In closed systems, sulfate-
reducing bacteria (SRB) such as Desulfovibrio spp.
demonstrably affect U immobilization by enzymatic reduction
of U(VI) species (primarily the uranyl ion, UO2

2+, and its
complexes) to U(IV). However, our understanding of such
interactions under chronic U(VI) exposure in dynamic
systems is limited. As a first step to understanding such
interactions, we performed bioreactor experiments under
continuous flow to study the effect of a biofilm of the sulfate-
reducing bacterium Desulfovibrio desulfuricans attached
to specular hematite (R-Fe2O3) surfaces on surface-associated
U(VI) complexation, transformation, and mobility. Employing
real-time microscopic observation and X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS), we show that the characteristics of the
U(VI) complex(es) formed at the hematite surface are
influenced by the composition of the bulk aqueous phase
flowing across the surface and by the presence of surface-
associated SRB. The XPS data further suggest higher levels
of U associated with hematite surfaces colonized by
SRB than with bacteria-free surfaces. Microscopic
observations indicate that at least a portion of the U(VI)
that accumulates in the presence of the SRB is exterior to
the cells, possibly associated with the extracellular
biofilm matrix. The U4f7/2 core-region spectrum and U5f2

valence-band spectrum provide preliminary evidence that
the SRB-colonized hematite surface accumulates both
U(VI) and U(IV) phases, whereas only the U(VI) phase(s)
accumulates on uncolonized hematite surfaces. The results
suggest that mineral surfaces exposed to a continuously
replenished supply of U(VI)-containing aqueous phase will

accumulate U phases that may be more representative of
those that exist in U-contaminated aquifers than those
which accumulate in closed experimental systems. These
phases should be considered in models attempting to
predict U transport through subsurface environments.

Introduction
There is now compelling evidence that microorganisms play
a significant role in the cycling of U in anaerobic environ-
ments. Almost coincident with the identification of the Fe3+-
and SO4

2--reducing zones as sites for U(VI) reduction in
sediments (1, 2), Fe(III)-reducing bacteria of the genera
Geobacter and Shewanella and SRB of the genus Desulfovibrio
(inter alia) were identified as being responsible for biogenic
U(VI) f U(IV) reduction (3, 4). The reduction process by
both groups of organisms is enzymatic (3, 5), with cyto-
chromes, principally of the c type, implicated (6, 7).

The affinity of U(VI) for microbial cell wall components
(neutral -POH and deprotonated -COOH groups), and the
resulting increase in electron density U(VI) imparts to the
cell walls, has been exploited for many years to facilitate
visualization of microbial cells by electron microscopy (8, 9).
Our knowledge of specific interactions between U(VI) and
bacterial cells comes a great deal from the pioneering work
of Lovley and colleagues, who identified uraninite [UO2(s)]
formation resulting from cytochrome activity of both Fe3+

and SO4
2- reducers (3, 5, 10-12). Continued research on

U(VI)-bacterial interaction stems from its importance in
defining the mobility and bioavailability of U in groundwater.
Geochemical models predicting transport of the various
contaminants through the vadose and saturated zones are
based on the principle of mass conservation in the aqueous
phase along a flow path (13). One of the greatest limitations
of the mass conservation approach is an inability to predict
the fate and transport of contaminants arising from the use
of linear, reversible sorption as the only mechanism covering
the interaction between aqueous and solid phases during
transport. The use of empirical sorption coefficients in the
evaluation of contaminant fate and transport overlooks other
geochemical processes such as mineral precipitation, forma-
tion of colloids, and oxidation/reduction reactions by
subsurface microorganisms. The potentially complex nature
of the insoluble precipitates arising from various bacterially
driven redox reactions in groundwater results in serious
limitations of available geochemical models to accurately
describe the behavior of U. To confound the problem, our
knowledge of the products of bacterial uranyl reduction/
precipitation to date results from the study of closed systems,
that is to say, batch cultures with a single addition of U(VI).
It is therefore imperative that we better understand the likely
fate of U(VI) when bacteria are present under conditions of
chronic U exposure in flowing systems.

As a first step to understanding U-bacterial dynamics in
flowing systems, we studied the effects of SRB biofilms
associated with the iron(III) oxide hematite (R-Fe2O3) on the
removal of U(VI) from solution under hydrodynamically
relevant conditions. Hematite was chosen as a suitable
substratum as it is a component of many soils and sediments
(14) and in its specular habit forms flat macroscopic faces
well suited to microscopic, spectroscopic, and flow studies.
Moreover, we have previously described iron sulfide forma-
tion by SRB under similar conditions (15). The goal of this
work is to document the changes in U complexes formed at
a hematite surface as a result of surface colonization by a
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strain of the sulfate-reducing bacterium Desulfovibrio des-
ulfuricans under conditions of continuous replacement of
a U(VI)-containing aqueous phase with which the surface is
in contact.

Experimental Section
Organism. The SRB D. desulfuricans strain G20gfpmut2, a
derivative of D. desulfuricans strain G20, was used in all
experiments described here. G20 was derived from G100A
(16) and was a gift of Dr. J. Wall, University of Missouri.
G20gfpmut2 was constructed to constitutively expressed gfp,
the gene encoding green fluorescent protein (GFP), which
was used to visualize cells of this SRB in the anaerobic flow
reactor without subjecting mineral surfaces to treatment that
could alter mineral surface chemistry. Briefly, the chloram-
phenicol resistance gene (Cm) was transferred into the
plasmid pDSK519KmR (17), a derivative of the broad host
range plasmid RSF1010 (18), as a selectable marker using
standard methods, since G20 exhibited inherent resistance
to kanamycin. The gfp gene under control of the constitutively
up-regulated Pnpt2 promoter was cut from plasmid p519gfp
(19) and ligated into plasmid p519 KmR,CmR. The resulting
plasmid p519 KmR,CmR,lacZ,gfp was transferred into G20 by
triparate mating using Escherichia coli p519 KmR,CmR,lacZ,-
gfp as the donor strain and E. coli pRK2073Km as the helper
strain. The three strains were cultured independently, then
mixed together, and concentrated on a membrane filter. The
filter was applied to the surface of tryptic soy agar (TSA) and
incubated for 24 h at 30 °C under anaerobic conditions. The
cells were then resuspended in liquid medium and diluted
in soft agar. The soft agar containing the cell mixture was
applied to the surface of TSA plates containing 20 mg mL-1

chloramphenicol and 200 mg mL-1 naladixic acid and
incubated for 3-4 days at 30 °C under anaerobic conditions.
Transconjugates G20 p519 KmR,CmR,lacZ,gfp were detected
as black colonies that fluoresced under UV light.

Cultivation Conditions. G20gfpmut2 was routinely main-
tained in batch culture in 25 mL anaerobic serum bottles
capped with butyl rubber septa (Wheaton, Millville, NJ) in
lactate medium C (20, 21). Lactate medium C contains 6 mL
L-1 60% sodium lactate syrup, 4.5 g L-1 Na2SO4, 2 g L-1 MgSO4,
1 g L-1 yeast extract, 1 g L-1 NH4Cl, 500 mg L-1 K2HPO4, 300
mg L-1 sodium citrate, and 60 mg L-1 CaCl2 in deionized
water adjusted to pH 7. Sodium thioglycollate (C2H3O2SNa)
and ascorbic acid were added at a concentration of 10 mg
L-1 to poise the Eh of the medium at ca. -100 mV. The medium
was supplemented with the antibiotic chloramphenicol
(C11H12Cl2N2O5) at 20 µg mL-1 to maintain selective pressure
for plasmid retention by the cells.

A different anaerobic culture medium was employed to
promote the growth and activity of the SRB on mineral
surfaces in the bioreactor system described below. This
medium contained 6 mL L-1 60% sodium lactate syrup, 2.23
g L-1 Na2SO4, 60 mg L-1 CaCl2, 30 mM PIPES [piperazine-
N,N′-bis(2-ethanesulfonic acid) buffer (Sigma Chemical Co.,
St Louis, MO)], 1 g L-1 NH4Cl, 1 g L-1 MgSO4, 50 mg L-1 yeast
extract (Difco Laboratories, Detroit, MI), 500 mg L-1 Tryptone
(Difco), 200 µM uranylmagnesium acetate [UMA, UO2Mg-
(OOCCH3)4‚xH2O (Strem Chemicals Inc., Newburyport, MA)],
and 20 µg mL-1 chloramphenicol. PIPES buffer was used in
place of phosphate buffer to avoid uranyl salt precipitation
prior to introduction to the bioreactor. Reductants were
omitted from this medium. The antibiotic and UMA solutions
were prepared separately, filter sterilized, and then added to
the cooled autoclave-sterilized medium.

Anaerobic Flow Reactor. The hematite used for this study
was micaceous specular hematite from Minas Gerais, Brazil,
in the Stanford Museum Collection (SMC No. 51080) studied
previously by Junta-Rosso and Hochella (22), and was
provided by Dr. K. Rosso (Pacific Northwest National

Laboratory (PNNL), Richland, WA). Hematite particles were
mounted in an anaerobic flow reactor (external dimensions
100 × 72 × 14 mm, length × width × height) constructed of
Teflon. The effective chamber dimensions are 48 × 12 × 0.8
mm, the floor of which has two recesses (10 × 10 mm) to
accommodate two hematite mineral particles, each with an
exposed surface area of approximately 100 mm2, that are
anchored to the base of the recesses with Spurr low-viscosity
epoxy resin (Polysciences Inc., Warrington, PA) so that the
top planar surface of the mineral is flush with the floor of the
chamber. A cover glass (24 × 60 mm), sandwiched between
an aluminum cover plate and a Viton gasket in contact with
the top of the Teflon chamber, serves as the viewing window
for microscopic examination of the top surface of the mineral
particle in contact with the flowing aqueous phase. PEEK
tubing and valves (Upchurch Scientific, Oak Harbor, WA),
chosen for their superior oxygen impermeability and auto-
clavability, delivered sterile, anaerobic solutions from res-
ervoirs to the reactor with the aid of a reciprocating syringe
pump (KDS210, KD Scientific, New Hope, PA) equipped with
two autoclave-sterilized 50 mL Microtite syringes (Popper &
Sons Inc., New Hyde Park, NY) for near-pulse-free flow. After
the hematite was loaded and the reactor was assembled, the
anaerobic flow reactor, PEEK tubing and valves, reservoirs
of solutions, and culture medium were autoclave sterilized.
Bottles containing autoclave-sterilized solutions and culture
medium, and bacterial cultures used for reactor inoculation,
were continuously sparged with N2 gas to maintain constant
anaerobic conditions throughout the reactor system before
and during each experiment.

Preliminary abiotic studies were conducted to investigate
the utility of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to assess
the character of the U and its valence state at a sterile hematite
mineral surface. To this end, uranyl chloride (UO2Cl2‚3H2O;
Advanced Materials, New Hill, NC) or UMA was dissolved in
deionized water to a concentration of 200 µM and filter
sterilized. Sterile anaerobic bacterial culture medium con-
taining 200 µM UMA was also evaluated to determine the
influence of medium components from the liquid phase on
the character of the U that adsorbed to or precipitated on
the hematite surface. The solutions were distributed in 750
mL Wheaton anaerobic bottles, and the bottles sealed with
plastic caps containing flanged septa. These sterile solutions,
made anaerobic by a N2 gas purge, were pumped through
the hematite-containing reactors at a flow rate of 30 µL min-1,
which corresponds to a fluid flow velocity of 2 mm min-1.
After exposure of the hematite surfaces to a continuous, fresh
supply of these solutions for a 30-day period, the reactor was
disassembled and the hematite particles were recovered
under anaerobic conditions.

For biotic studies, sterile reactors were first conditioned
with the sterile UMA-containing anaerobic culture medium.
Then the reactor feed was switched from sterile culture
medium to an overnight culture of G20gfpmut-2 to inoculate
the surfaces of the flow path in the reactor, bypassing the
syringe pump and tubing delivering the sterile medium to
the reactor. The inoculum was allowed to flow under gravity
for 20 min, during which time cells were observed attaching
to the mineral surface by fluorescence microscopy as
described below. After 20 min, the feed to the reactor was
switched from the bacterial culture to the sterile, anaerobic
culture medium to support the growth and activity of the
bacterial cells, which had attached to the mineral surface
during the inoculation period. The anaerobic culture medium
was pumped continuously through the reactor at the same
flow rate as that used for preliminary abiotic studies above.
After operation for 30 days, the reactor was disassembled
and the hematite particles were recovered under anaerobic
conditions.
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Precautions To Avoid Sample Oxidation. In preparation
for XPS analysis, hematite particles recovered from the reactor
in an anaerobic chamber were wicked dry with a tissue, and
then transferred to a chamber containing a dry AnaeroPack
system (Mitsubishi Gas Chemical America Inc., New York,
NY) that produced an anaerobic (95% N2/5% H2) atmosphere
for transport to the spectroscopy facility at Montana State
University. At the facility, the particles were removed from
the anaerobic chamber, mounted on a stub, and held in
place with a shield that permitted sample analysis by XPS.
Following this manipulation, which took about 5 s, the
mounted particles were transferred to the introduction
chamber of the X-ray photoelectron spectrometer, which
contained a N2 atmosphere.

Optical Microscopy. Observation of bacteria attached to
hematite surfaces within the flow chamber was made using
an Olympus BX60 microscope equipped with an infinity-
corrected, long-working-distance water immersion objective
lens (40×, NA ) 0.8; Olympus America Inc., Lake Success,
NY) and a 100 W Hg-vapor discharge lamp. Epifluorescence
images were obtained with a WIBA filter block (460-490 nm
excitation, 505 nm dichroic mirror, 515-550 nm emission;
Olympus America Inc.). Video capture was performed using
an ImagePoint monochrome, Peltier-cooled (+10 °C) CCD
camera (Photometrics Ltd., Tuscon, AZ), and Image-Pro Plus
software (Media Cybernetics, Silver Springs, MD). All images
were collected with a 10 s exposure at a 4 dB gain setting.

XPS. The presence and valence state of U at the hematite
surfaces was studied using XPS, performed on a Perkin-Elmer
Physical Electronics Division model 5600ci spectrometer
(Perkin Elmer Inc., Eden Prairie, MN). The applicability of
XPS to the study of U species is well established (23-25). The
instrument was calibrated at the Au4f7/2, Cu2p3/2, and Ag3d5/2

photopeaks with binding energies of 83.99, 932.66, and 368.27
eV, respectively. A 5 eV flood gun was used to offset charge
accumulation on the samples. A consistent 800 µm spot size
was analyzed on all surfaces using a monochromatized Al
KR (hν ) 1486.6 eV) X-ray source at 300 W and pass energies
of 93.9 eV for survey scans and either 58.7 or 5.9 eV for high-
resolution scans. The system was operated at a base pressure
of 10-8-10-9 Torr. An emission angle of 45° was used
throughout. All samples were exposed to the X-ray beam for
the same time period (30 min). Beam damage to the sample
was assessed by monitoring changes in peak width during
the exposure period. Following baseline subtraction (26),
curves were fitted employing combinations of Lorentzian
and Gaussian line shapes. Sample charging was accounted
for by referencing the principal C1s photopeak (nominally
due to adventitious carbon) to 284.8 eV (27). A single hematite
surface was analyzed from each experiment. A survey scan
was performed across the mineral surface to identify
“representative” areas that displayed similar peak positions
and intensities for U, Fe, O, N, S, and C. High-resolution
spectra were then collected from two different representative
areas of the surface. The spectra were compared to ensure
that both spectra displayed similar features of interest, and
the spectrum from one area was selected for presentation.

Results and Discussion
Valence State of U Complexes Formed at Hematite Surfaces
under Reduced Abiotic Conditions. XPS provides a number
of complementary methods to assess the valence state of U.
The principal method relies upon binding energy determi-
nation of the U4f7/2 photopeak or its component bands (24,
28, 29). The spectra collected in the U4f core region from
sterile hematite surfaces exposed to 200 µM U(VI) as UMA
in sterile deionized water under anaerobic conditions
produced a principal Uf47/2 peak centered at 382.2 eV (full
width at half-maximum (fwhm) ) 1.5 eV] representing 0.816
of the total peak area with a shoulder centered at 380.7 eV

(fwhm ) 1.5 eV) representing 0.184 of the total peak area
(Figure 1a). Allen et al. (28) report a continuum of U4f7/2

binding energies between 380.6 and 380.8 eV for U-bearing
oxides with stoichiometries of UO2.1 to U3O7 (UO2.3). However,
the hematite surfaces exposed to aqueous solutions of U(VI)
(as UO2Cl2) produced U4f7/2 peaks with similar binding
energies [382.1 and 380.5 eV, respectively (fwhm ) 1.6 eV)]
and relative peak areas (0.829 and 0.171, respectively) in the
U4f7/2 core region (data not shown). Thus, the development

FIGURE 1. XP spectra of the hematite surface exposed to flowing,
UMA-containing anaerobic deionized water. (a) High-resolution
XP U4f7/4 core-region spectrum. Component bands were fit to the
U4f7/2 region following baseline subtraction in this spectrum and
in spectra presented in Figures 2a and 6a. The data (b), fitted model
(s), and component curves (---) are shown in these figures. Data
presented across the top of these figures are the deviations from
the curve fitting. (b) FFT-smoothed spectrum of the X-ray-generated
valence band collected from the same area of the hematite surface
as the spectrum in (a). (c) FFT-smoothed spectrum of the X-ray-
generated valence band collected from the hematite surface prior
to introduction to the anaerobic flow reactor and exposure to flowing,
UMA-containing deionized water.
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of a peak at low binding energy for hematite-sorbed U(VI)
is not specific to UMA solutions.

The valence-band spectrum, which includes the U5f
photopeak, typically centered at 1.5 eV, provides additional
information on the valence state of U. Hexavalent U with a
U5f0 electron configuration does not produce a U5f photo-
peak, whereas U(IV) with a U5f2 configuration does. The
valence-band spectrum of the hematite surface exposed to
UMA in sterile deionized water revealed a component
centered at 2.5 eV on the shoulder of the O2p bonding band
(Figure 1b). Since this peak was also observed in the spectrum
of the hematite surface before exposure to the UMA-
containing anaerobic deionized water (Figure 1c), it is likely
a component of the O2p bonding band was contributed by
excitations from the 3eg orbitals rather than by a U(IV) U5f2

configuration (30). On the basis of these results, it is likely
that the U associated with the hematite under these condi-
tions exists as a U(VI) complex. Adsorption of UO2

2+ to
hematite, other iron oxides (31, 32), and other mineral phases
(32, 33) occurs via inner-sphere interaction, although the
exact nature of the complex depends on the mineral species
and the U oxidation state and speciation (e.g., type of U
complex). Elucidation of the type of U(VI) complex formed
under these conditions, however, is beyond the scope of this
study.

Hematite surfaces exposed for 30 days to UMA-containing,
sterile anaerobic culture medium yielded a U4f7/2 photopeak
with a primary peak at 382.0 eV (fwhm ) 1.3 eV) and a distinct
secondary peak at 380.1 eV (fwhm ) 1.3 eV) (Figure 2a).
Whereas the secondary peak in the spectrum of the hematite
surface exposed to UMA-containing deionized water con-
tributed approximately 18% of the U4f7/2 photopeak area,
the secondary peak in the spectrum of the hematite surface
exposed to sterile UMA-containing anaerobic culture me-
dium contributed approximately 35% of the total area of the
U4f7/2 photopeak (Figure 2a). Enhancement of the U4f7/2

photopeak at 380.1 eV may have been the result of a
contribution from a U(VI) complex formed with culture
medium components at the hematite surface, or the result
of culture medium components altering the type(s) of
complex formed between UMA and hematite. Van den Berghe
et al. (34) observed a systematic shift in U4f7/2 binding energy
from 380.9 to 380.5 eV as the Cs/U ratio in cesium uranates
increased from 1 to 2 while the U remained in the hexavalent
state.

The valence-band spectrum of the hematite surface
exposed to sterile UMA- containing anaerobic culture
medium contained peaks directly attributable to culture
medium components such as sodium and phosphate, in
addition to the O2s and O2p bands, which presumably
included contributions by culture medium components as
well as the oxide oxygen of hematite (Figure 2b). As with the
deionized water system, the absence of a U5fn feature in the
valence-band spectrum when the hematite surface was
exposed to UMA-containing anaerobic culture medium
indicates that no U reduction occurred under these condi-
tions. Thus, even though there was an enhancement of the
U4f peak at 380.1 eV, which is in the appropriate position for
a U(IV) compound (35), it is more likely that the valence
state of the surface-associated U remained as U(VI). In the
absence of evidence for a U(IV) phase at the hematite surface
following exposure to sterile UMA-containing anaerobic
culture medium, the different ratios of the components
comprising the U4f7/2 photopeak of spectra obtained from
hematite surfaces exposed to UMA-containing culture me-
dium and UMA-containing deionized water suggest the
existence of at least two U(VI) complexes: one primarily
responsible for the higher binding energy component and
another primarily responsible for the lower binding energy
component.

The peak observed at 2.5 eV in spectra of the hematite
surface exposed to UMA-containing sterile deionized water
nearly disappeared when the surface was exposed to UMA
in the presence of medium components (Figure 2b). The
intensity of this peak also decreased in the presence of UMA-
free sterile anaerobic culture medium (Figure 2c) relative to
that observed in spectra of the bare hematite prior to
introduction in the reactor (Figure 1c). These results suggest
that interaction of hematite with the culture medium
components rather than UMA led to the attenuation of the

FIGURE 2. XP spectra of the hematite surface following 30 days
of exposure to flowing, UMA-containing, anaerobic culture medium.
(a) High-resolution XP U4f7/2 core-region spectrum. (b) FFT-smoothed
spectrum of the X-ray-generated valence band collected from the
same area of the hematite surface as the spectrum in (a). (c) FFT-
smoothed spectrum of the X-ray-generated valence band collected
from the hematite surface prior to introduction to the anaerobic
flow reactor and exposure to flowing, UMA-free, anaerobic culture
medium.
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O2p photopeak component at 2.5 eV. The presence of
anaerobic culture medium components also increased the
abundance of the hematite-surface-associated U complex-
(es) contributing the U4f peak at 380.1 eV.

The P3s and P3p photopeaks in the valence-band
spectrum of hematite surfaces exposed to sterile, UMA-
containing anaerobic culture medium were likely contributed
by K2HPO4, which was added to meet phosphate require-
ments for bacterial growth (Figure 2b). This assignment is
supported by the presence of similar bands in spectra
obtained from hematite surfaces exposed to sterile UMA-
free anaerobic culture medium (Figure 2c), and the absence
of these bands in spectra obtained from the hematite surfaces
before exposure to the culture medium (Figure 1c). Ther-
modynamic solubility calculations using MINTEQA2 predict
that the U(VI) phase uramphite [NH4(UO2)(PO4).3H2O] or
sodium autunite [Na2(UO2)2(PO4)2‚8H2O] will precipitate from
the aqueous phase at the concentrations (0.1-1 mM) of
K2HPO4 used in this study. The calculations were performed
using the MINTEQA2 speciation code (v. 3.11) (36). The
thermodynamic database supporting these calculations was
that included in the original MINTEQA2 package, which was
primarily based on the data of Wagman et al. (37) and updated
in 1998 to reflect the data of Grenthe et al. (38) by K. M.
Krupka and R. J. Serne at PNNL. Organic complexation data
were obtained from the compilations of Martell and Smith
(39). The database includes approximately 180 aqueous
complexes and solid phases of U. Thus, these surface coatings
of uranyl phosphate compounds likely contributed to the
hematite-surface-associated U observed in the presence of
sterile anaerobic culture medium.

Published XPS spectra for mixed-valence uranyl phos-
phates (40, 41) show U(VI) peaks at 382.0-382.2 eV in good
agreement with the spectrum reported here. The peak at
380.1 eV is still difficult to assign with certainty. A peak at
380.6 eV was ascribed to U(VI) sorbed to a uranium(IV)
oxophosphate by Drot et al. (42), and Allen et al. (43) ascribed
the U(VI) in U3O8(s) to a peak at 380.4 eV. There are no
examples in the literature of U(VI) peaks at 380.1 eV in the
absence of U(IV), but also lacking are published XPS spectra
for the uranium(VI) phosphates that might have precipitated.
Thus, additional studies are required to determine the types
of U complexes that accumulate at a bacteria-free hematite
surface during exposure to the anaerobic culture medium
used in the present studies.

U Enrichment at Hematite Surfaces Colonized by
G20gfpmut-2. Nondestructive evaluation by epifluorescence
microscopy showed an increase in the density of GFP-
fluorescing bacterial cells on the hematite surface during the
14-30-day period following inoculation of the anaerobic flow
reactor with a culture of G20gfpmut-2 (Figure 3a,b). During
this time, there was an accumulation of material in the vicinity
of, but external to, bacterial cells that displayed a more diffuse
fluorescence than that produced by the GFP within the cells
(Figure 3a,b). After a 30-day period, the microbial biofilm
and associated diffusely fluorescent material attained a
thickness of up to 50 µm over a large portion of the hematite
surface. A comparison of U abundance relative to that of
other elements detected in low-resolution XP spectra further
suggests that hematite surfaces accumulated a greater
amount of U when colonized by cells of G20gfpmut-2 than
when the hematite surface was free of bacteria (Figure 4).
The diffuse fluorescence may have occurred as a result of
GFP diffusing from the cells that subsequently was trapped
within the extracellular biofilm matrix produced by the cells.
However, diffuse fluorescence was not observed on colonized
hematite surfaces exposed to UMA-free, anaerobic culture
medium over a 30-day period (Figure 3c), or when uncolo-
nized surfaces were exposed to UMA-containing anaerobic
culture medium (data not shown). We therefore tentatively

attribute the diffuse fluorescence to U(VI) adsorption to
extracellular material deposited on the hematite surface by
these bacteria. Extracellular polysaccharides of D. desulfu-
ricans have been shown to bind various metal ions during
biofilm development on metal surfaces (44), and uranyl ions
have been shown to bind to extracellular polymers of other
microorganisms (45).

Polysaccharides excreted by bacteria often have carboxyl
group-containing uronic acid subunits (46). Carboxyl groups
of organic acids have been shown to participate in U
coordination (47). The C1s region of the XP spectrum of the
hematite surface colonized by cells of G20gfpmut-2 in the
presence of UMA-free anaerobic culture medium reveals
features indicating the presence of C-C/C-H at 284.8 eV,

FIGURE 3. Epifluorescence microscopic images of the hematite
surface after (a) 14 days and (b) 30 days of colonization by cells
of G20gfpmut-2 in the presence of flowing anaerobic culture medium
containing 200 µM UMA. Arrows indicate areas of diffuse
fluorescence surrounding bacterial cells. (c) Epifluorescence
microscopic image of the hematite surface after 14 days of
colonization by cells of G20gfpmut-2 in the presence of flowing,
UMA-free, anaerobic culture medium. The scale bar in (a) is the
same for all images.
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C-O/C-N at 286.3 eV, and CdO/OsCsO at 288.2 eV (22,
48-50) (Figure 5a). The C1s region of the XP spectrum of the
hematite surface colonized by cells of G20gfpmut-2 in the
presence of anaerobic culture medium containing UMA
shows evidence of these same features at approximately the
same binding energies, although not as well resolved as in
the absence of UMA (Figure 5b). The feature centered
between binding energies of 288.9 and 289.5 eV, where
contributions from carboxyl groups (OsCdO) are predicted
(22), contributes less than 5% of the C1s intensity in either
the presence or absence of uranyl. Although there appears
to be a 0.7 eV shift to higher energy for the carboxyl peak in
the presence of U (Figure 5a,b), this shift falls within the
range of uncertainty of the peak-fitting routine. That the C1s
region was sensitive to the bacteria on the hematite surface
is demonstrated by the increase in intensity of the C-O/
C-N peak relative to the C-C/C-H and CdO/OsCsO peaks
in spectra of colonized surfaces compared to the relative
intensities of these peaks in spectra of hematite surfaces
exposed to sterile culture medium (Figure 5c). Thus, it is
unlikely that the increased U complexation at the hematite
surface colonized by G20gfpmut-2 involved carboxyl groups
of biofilm components. Similarly, the lack of carbonate and
bicarbonate contributions (289.6-291.5 eV) (51, 52) to the
C1s spectrum of hematite surfaces colonized by bacteria
indicates that inner-sphere adsorption of U(VI) to carbonate
at the hematite surface is not responsible for the increased
U accumulation in the presence of bacteria (31, 53).

Uranyl coordination by phosphoryl groups in the cell wall
of G20gfpmut-2 may have contributed to the increased

abundance of U(VI) associated with G20gfpmut-2-colonized
hematite surfaces. Kelly et al. (54) found that phosphoryl
groups, rather than carboxyl groups, were responsible for
uranyl binding to cell walls of Bacillus subtilis. Although
further work is required to resolve the types of U(VI)
complexes formed at hematite surfaces colonized by cells of
G20gfpmut-2, the results presented here suggest that the

FIGURE 4. Low-resolution XP spectra of (top) the bacteria-free
hematite surface following 30 days of exposure to flowing, sterile,
UMA-containing, anaerobic culture medium and (bottom) the
hematite surface following 30 days of exposure to cells of
G20gfpmut-2 in the presence of flowing, UMA-containing, anaerobic
culture medium.

FIGURE 5. C1s core region of the XP spectrum of the hematite
surface following (a) 30 days of colonization by cells of G20gfpmut-2
in the presence of flowing, UMA-free anaerobic culture medium
and (b) 30 days of colonization by cells of G20gfpmut-2 in the presence
of flowing, UMA-containing, anaerobic culture medium and (c) C1s
core region of the XP spectrum of the sterile hematite surface
following 30 days of exposure to flowing, sterile, UMA-free anaerobic
culture medium. Component bands were fit to the C1s region
following baseline subtraction. The data (b), fitted model (s), and
component curves (---) are shown. Data presented across the top
are the deviations from the curve fitting.
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formation of these complexes leads to enhanced U accu-
mulation at this surface over the period of biofilm develop-
ment.

Valence State of U Complexes Formed on Hematite
Surfaces Containing SRB Biofilms. XPS analysis of hematite
surfaces colonized for 30 days by cells of G20gfpmut-2 in the
presence of UMA-containing anaerobic culture medium
produced a U4f7/2 spectrum that, after curve fitting, yielded
peaks at 381.8 eV (fwhm ) 1.4 eV) representing 0.387 of the
total peak area and 380.2 eV (fwhm ) 1.4 eV) representing
0.613 of the total peak area (Figure 6a). In contrast, the
intensities of the 382.0 and 380.1 eV peaks in the U4f7/2

spectrum obtained from a cell-free hematite surface exposed
to sterile anaerobic culture medium contributed 0.653 and
0.347 of the total U4f7/2 band, respectively. The relative
contribution of the two components was essentially the
reverse of what was observed on colonized surfaces. Thus,
bacterial colonization of the hematite surface led to a further
increase in intensity of the peak at the lower binding energy
observed previously during exposure of bacteria-free surfaces
to sterile UMA-containing anaerobic culture medium.

The valence-band spectrum of the hematite surface
colonized by G20gfpmut-2 in the presence of UMA-contain-
ing anaerobic culture medium contained a weak photopeak
centered at 1.3 eV with an intensity approaching that of the
O2p bonding band (Figure 6b). The appearance of this peak
suggests the presence of a phase with a U5f2 electronic
configuration, since a hematite surface colonized by the same
bacterial population in the presence of UMA-free anaerobic
culture medium exhibited no peak in this region of the
spectrum (Figure 6c). Thus, the 1.3 eV peak was not
contributed by an O2p bonding band feature of hematite or
by culture medium components or components produced
by the bacteria. The absence of a 2.5 eV peak in the spectrum
of the surface colonized by bacteria in the presence of UMA-
free culture medium, seen previously on the bare hematite
surface and to a lesser extent on the hematite surface exposed
to sterile culture medium, suggests that the sampling depth
no longer extended to the hematite surface but instead was
confined to the top few nanometers of the biofilm domain
covering the hematite surface.

To assess whether the peak at 1.3 eV occurred as a result
of U reduction at the hematite surface due to the X-ray beam,
the width of the U4f7/2 photopeak was monitored over time.
No shifts to lower binding energies were observed during
the 30-min period of beam exposure, and the fwhm of the
resulting U4f peaks remained relatively low. Thus, there was
no evidence that the low-energy peaks ascribed to reduced
U species in our samples arose from beam damage. Sampling
for longer periods of time to increase the signal-to-noise
ratio, however, resulted in X-ray-beam-induced peak changes
indicative of U(VI) reduction. The above evidence therefore
suggests that some surface-associated U(VI) is reduced to
U(IV) (most likely uraninite) in the G20gfpmut-2 biofilm that
formed on the surface. The formation of U(IV) may therefore
have contributed to the increase in intensity of the U4f7/2

photopeak at 380.2 eV under these conditions. Since the signal
of the putative U5f2 photopeak was only slightly above the
noise level of the spectrometer, evidence of bacterially
mediated U reduction under these conditions should be
considered preliminary at this time.

Our observations of the low abundance of a reduced U
phase relative to U(VI) at a hematite surface following
exposure to U(VI) and SRB for 30 days stands in contrast to
earlier observations showing only reduced U (11). These
different results likely stem from the different conditions
established in the two experimental systems. Arguably, the
distribution of U(VI) between different complexing molecules
and subsequent U(VI) reduction are different in batch culture
(a closed system) compared to continuous culture (an open
system). Also the surface-associated activity studied here
localizes both uranyl reduction pathways and potential
complexants such as bacterial cell wall and extracellular
polymers at the mineral surface. Within a closed system where
the bulk aqueous phase changes with time, biological
reduction of U(VI) to uraninite and accumulation of uraninite
occur until all the U(VI) is reduced. However, in an open
system where the U(VI) activity of the aqueous phase is
continuously maintained, the more thermodynamically
stable U(VI) phases will inhibit uraninite accumulation due
to uraninite’s instability under these conditions, and because
the nanosize particles formed during biological reduction of

FIGURE 6. (a) High-resolution XP spectrum of the U4f7/2 core region
of the hematite surface colonized by cells of G20gfpmut-2 for 30
days in the presence of flowing, UMA-containing, anaerobic culture
medium. (b) X-ray-generated, FFT-smoothed, valence-band spectrum
collected from the same area of the hematite surface as the spectrum
in (a). (c) X-ray-generated, FFT-smoothed, valence-band spectrum
collected from the hematite surface colonized by cells of G20gfpmut-2
in the presence of flowing, UMA-free anaerobic culture medium.
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U(VI) are not stoichiometric UO2 and easily undergo oxidative
dissolution (55). In most oxidizing environments, uranium-
(VI) silicatessuranophane (e.g., Shiprock, NM, or Yucca
Mountain, NV)sor phosphatesscalcium metaautunite (Fer-
nald, OH)swill control U activity and will lead to much lower
U concentrations than would be present with only UO2 (56,
57). Our results suggest that computational models should
consider the impact of chronic or continuous replenishment
of U(VI)aq on the accumulation and stability of both oxidized
and reduced U phases at mineral surfaces colonized by SRB
in subsurface environments.

Iron and Sulfur. XPS has been used to demonstrate iron
sulfide formation via sulfate reduction by the SRB at hematite
surfaces in the absence of uranyl salts (15). High-resolution
XP spectra collected from hematite surfaces colonized by
cells of G20gfpmut-2 in the presence of UMA failed to detect,
in the top few nanometers of the SRB biofilm, any Fe or
reduced S species in the Fe2p and S2p core regions (data not
shown). Examination of the S2p region of the spectrum
obtained from the SRB-colonized hematite surface revealed
the presence of SO4

2- and SO3
2- at 167-170 eV, but no

reduced species of S2- between 161 and 162 eV (data not
shown). This is at variance with our detection of microbio-
logically formed pyrrhotite in the absence of U, but under
otherwise identical conditions.15 That the Fe 2p region
contained only background noise is consistent with the
disappearance of the 2.5 eV feature in the O2p bonding band
of spectra of colonized hematite surfaces and supports
microscopic observations that the microbial biofilm was
continuous across the area of the hematite surface sampled
by XPS.

The absence of detectable iron and S2- in the surface
layer of the biofilm sampled by XPS where the putative
reduced U phase was detected suggests that biotic U(VI)
reduction predominates over SO4

2- reduction to S2- in this
region of the SRB biofilm where reduced iron is absent. D.
desulfuricans G20 has been shown to enzymatically reduce
U(VI) with lactate as the electron donor.7 Although the growth
of D. desulfuricans G20 using U(VI) as the terminal electron
acceptor has not yet been demonstrated (7), another Des-
ulfovibrio species can grow with U(VI) as the terminal electron
acceptor (58). If SO4

2- reduction had taken place in this layer,
the S2- formed should have reacted with the Fe(III) at the
hematite surface to form an iron sulfide precipitate, as
observed previously in the absence of U(VI) (15). Whether
cells of G20gfpmut-2 in the Fe- and S2--free region of the
biofilm used U(VI) reduction for respiration and growth under
these conditions remains to be determined.
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